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“Scale Logic really edged out the other SAN 
structures out there in terms of cost per 

performance ratio and expandability, so they 
were absolutely the best choice for us.” 

— Chief Engineer 

“ 
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Established several decades ago, this popular ministry today provides broadcast, radio, magazine and live worship 

events in multiple languages to every state across the U.S. as well as six continents globally—with a total reach of more 

than 2 billion households per week. 

About the Customer

With an aging LTO tape library and legacy system, the ministry faced a serious dilemma: they did not have the space or 

speed to securely continue producing mass amounts of content. This was of particular concern regarding their live 

events.  

More specifically, their shared storage system consisted of several NAS devices and three independent, isolated 48TB 

fiber channel storage pools—each with limited aggregate throughput and limited capacity expansion.  

The ministry’s outdated technology and legacy workflow was forcing system administrators to create many workspaces 

with set sizes. Core production team members were provided access to only one of three functional storage pools for 

each specific task: whether for audio content, short-form video segment creation, or long-form final video program 

creation.  

“When data was needed between the functional teams, most times the data had to be copied from one storage pool to 

another,” says the ministry’s Chief Engineer who worked closely on the project. “This was really time-consuming and 

arduous that wasted dozens of man hours every week. And because the storage pools were always completely full of 

data and with the heavy demands placed on the system, we saw failures happening several times every month.” 

Adding to the challenge: as the ministry began to produce and push out content to other countries in multiple 

languages, it was evident their system would soon be completely overtaxed—and they would reach a point where they 

could no longer handle the influx, backup, transcoding and archival of their data. 

The Challenge 



In their search for a new solution to efficiently back up their files, the ministry’s priority was to keep up their workflow and get 

to a limitless global namespace that would not present data capacity problems.  

More specifically, they hoped to find a solution that would: 

✓ Include a scalable, cost-effective primary SAN storage pool—plus a backup disk data pool with automated data backups 

multiple times a day  

✓ Enable connection to the primary storage pool via scalable aggregated fiber channel connections for current 1080i video 

workflows (for video editors) and via 10Gbit ethernet shares (for audio editors, web and international distribution teams)  

✓ Provide a LTO-8 data tape library for multiple copy archiving of original content and final program content, with tapes being 

stored at onsite and offsite locations 

✓ Include high availability and continuously reliable 24/7 operations, designed to eliminate single point sources of failure 

✓ Have a projected lifespan beyond eight years

The Search

After an exhaustive search of competing solutions, the 

ministry decided to put their storage needs in the hands of 

Scale Logic.  

“Through our extensive technical and customer reference 

investigation, it became clear that Scale Logic offered the 

best balance in features, performance and resiliency—and 

within a cost-effective price point,” says the Chief Engineer.

“Scale Logic really edged out the other SAN structures out 

there in terms of cost per performance ratio and 

expandability, so they were absolutely the best choice for 

us.” 

Ultimately, the customer received an online production 

1.2PB SAN—as well as a backup system, with four 

automatic daily backups to Scale Logic’s ZX Enterprise-

Class Media Storage. The backup system was originally 

1.4PB and has increased to 2.24PB since its 

implementation in 2019. 

“Overall, the integration and installation process went 

smoothly, although the final commission process was 

more rigorous and extensive to ensure the system was 

performing as designed,” the Chief Engineer says. “I am 

pleased to say Scale Logic was available at every step, 

answering dozens and dozens and dozens of our 

questions and working hard so we could completely 

certify working capability of the design that we needed.” 

Much of the commissioning work was done in Scale 

Logic’s Interoperability Lab: a one-of-a-kind space for 

innovation, the Interoperability Lab has 2PB of storage 

and is used by developers, ISP and OEM Channel Partners 

for Proof of Concept (POC), benchmarking, development, 

testing and more. 

The Solution  
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The Results / Benefits
Since its implementation, the Scale Logic solution has enabled the ministry to effortlessly accommodate an exponential 

growth in their video production efforts. They have added a daily TV program to their roster and new international 

television offerings and have also expanded digital content creation for the web. 

“Before Scale Logic, we had six video editors; and now we have 10 editors and are producing over 60-100 different 

program releases every week for various domestic and international video markets,” says the ministry’s Chief Engineer. 

“With the SAN, we have no issues related to capacity and our users no longer experience system unresponsiveness due 

to inadequate throughput to their workstations.” 

In addition, the 1.2 PB primary storage pool with one unified namespace has eliminated countless hours of data 

copying between teams—providing all production and distribution teams immediate access to any shared data.  

“We couldn’t have even begun to achieve what we’re doing now with the prior system. Without all those workflow 

disruptions, it’s like our team has forgotten what that used to be like. Now, there’s this great sense of relief and peace of 

mind anytime we add outlets, that our storage system will be able to accommodate it.”

The Future 

The ministry is showing no signs of stopping—far from it. They hope for continued growth with definite plans to 

move from a 1080i production workflow to a 1080p 54.94 production workflow. This will require twice the data 

storage and twice the data throughput to the video editing workstations. The ministry also expects to acquire 

content in UHD in the next couple of years. 

“I have every confidence that Scale Logic will play a significant and valuable role in scaling up to our new production 

workflow demands,” says the Chief Engineer. “With Scale Logic, we have foundational SAN designed to deliver on 

those huge increases, allowing us to seamlessly add another PB without issues. What that means is we won’t be 

blindsided by future growth requirements—instead, we can keep focusing on creating great content for our 

audiences around the world.”
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